
                       WEEKLY MEDIA REVIEW (NO.50/93)
                           --prepared by King Cheng

1.   HKUST to hold Moot Court Scholarship contest
          Our publicity for this event for local secondary students, being
          organised by Dr Howard Gensler of Accounting, was well received by
          the press. The press conference to announce details was covered by
          9 papers (7-10/12). Wah Kiu Yat Po quoted Dr Gensler as saying
          that he agreed that it was a pity that the winners could only get
          the scholarships if they decided to continue their studies at
          HKUST.

2.   HKUST students join the new HK Young Tertiary Students' Association
          A total of 5 papers (28-29/11) reported the birth of this new
          organisation, whose executive committee members include 4 HKUST
          students. Wah Kiu Yat Po (29/11) noted that Prof Leroy Chang, Dean
          of Science, is one of the advisers. Some papers noted that it is a
          pro-China organisation.

3.   Celebrated author Maxine Hong Kingston gives a reading at HKUST on
     25/11
          Two more papers, HK Economic Times (3/12) and HK Economic Journal
          (8/12) reported this.
          (This item was mentioned in the last review.)

3.   Dr Y K Kwok of Math. speaks at the Public Science Lecture
     Series on 12/12
          Four papers (30/11-10/12) mentioned Dr Kwok's lecture on the topic
          "The Excitement of Scientific Computation - how to design an
          aircraft with a computer".
          (Our press release on this 6th lecture for the series this year
          was issued on 9/12)

5.   Prof George Housner of California Institute of Technology lectures on
     natural disasters at HKUST
          Two papers, Wah Kiu Yat Po (3/12) and Sing Tao Daily (8/12),
          picked up our press release issued on 3/12.

6.   Prof Jay Chen, Director of RC, comments on an accident at Kai Tak
     Airport
          In a story headlined "BA pilot refused to land before CAL jet
          crash", SCMP (9/12) mentioned a recent accident in which a China
          Airlines jet crashed into the harbour while landing in poor
          weather. Prof Chen was interviewed and quoted as saying that Kai
          Tak would have issued continuous warnings as flights attempted to
          land.

7.   VC/P's Christmas Wish
          In a special supplement for Christmas, Ming Pao (8/12) carried an
          interview with VC/P, in which he talked about his Christmas wish.

8.   VC/P speaks at the congregation of Kiangsu - Chekiang College
          Both Wen Wei Po and the Express (8/12) reported that VC/P spoke on
          tertiary education in HK. The express noted that he used HKUST as
          a reference in his speech.

9.   First Joint Colleges Video Festival '93
          Youth's Weekly (9-15/11) reported that participants included
          students from the 7 tertiary institutions under UPGC.
          (This item was mentioned in review nos.43 and 49.)



10.  Prof Jeffrey Wong of Biochemistry elaborates his views on assistance
     via technology to the Third World
          SCMP (4/12) carried a letter written by Prof Wong in response to
          the paper's story (29/11) on his views of the topic. In his
          letter, Prof Wong elaborated his views and clarified that the
          present Director of BRI is Prof T Y Tsong.

11.  HKUST student slightly injured during a traffic accident
          Sing Tao Daily (30/11) briefly reported that an HKUST student,
          Miss Chiu Ka-wai, aged 17, was knocked down by a tram while she
          was crossing the street in Queensway on HK island.

12.  HKUST was a hot spot for local tourists in 11/93
          A total of 6 papers published brief reports and advertisements
          about weekend local tours which include HKUST.

Note:

This review is mainly based on newspaper clippings on UST received within
the week.  Enquiries and suggestions can be made to Office of Public Affairs
(ext. 6305 or 6306).  A set of the clippings is available in the Reference
Section of the Library (where items may be photocopied if desired).  This
review is for information only. All information recorded here is as reported
in the original articles. Names and terms are translated from the Chinese as
best we are able when official translations are not immediately available.
The only English dailies in HK are South China Morning Post (SCMP) and Hong
Kong Standard (HKS).


